The time evolution of a local spin excitation in a (001)-confined two-dimensional electron gas subjected to Rashba and Dresselhaus spin-orbit interactions of similar strength is investigated theoretically and compared with experimental data. Specifically, the consequences of the finite spatial extension of the initial spin polarization is studied for non-balanced Rashba and Dresselhaus terms and for finite cubic Dresselhaus spin-orbit interaction. We show that the initial out-of-plane spin polarization evolves into a helical spin pattern with a wave number that gradually approaches the value q0 of the persistent spin helix mode. In addition to an exponential decay of the spin polarization that is proportional to both the spin-orbit imbalance and the cubic Dresselhaus term, the finite width w of the spin excitation reduces the spin polarization by a factor that approaches exp(−q 2 0 w 2 /2) at longer times.
I. INTRODUCTION
The spin-orbit interaction (SOI) in atoms is a relativistic correction of the orbital energy levels. It can be understood as the interaction of the electron spin with a magnetic field that has its origin in the Lorentz-transformed electrostatic field of the atomic core. In a crystalline solid, this interaction influences the band energies; specifically, it leads to a spin splitting of electronic states with finite momentum in crystals with an inversion asymmetry. A crystallographic inversion asymmetry as it exists, e.g., in bulk zincblende semiconductors leads to the Dresselhaus SOI 1 for conduction-band electrons. In addition, a Rashba SOI can be induced 2,3 in a layered structure by applying an electric field perpendicular to the layers. For electrons confined in a quantum well, the Dresselhaus spin splitting depends on the quantum confinement 4 . For a typical material like a GaAs-based quantum well, it is on the order of 100 µeV 5 at the Fermi energy, which translates into a large effective magnetic field of 5-10 T. This makes SOI an interesting tool for coherent manipulation of electronic spin states in solids. On the other hand, the large field is a significant source for the decay of the spin polarization by the so-called Dyakonov-Perel mechanism 6 . It has been shown theoretically 7, 8 that by balancing the Dresselhaus and the Rashba contribution to SOI, the interaction attains a special symmetry with respect to the size and direction of the electron momentum and leads to the preservation of a helical spin mode. For (001)-oriented GaAs-based quantum wells, the spin polarization of this helical mode rotates about an inplane axis when the position is varied along the perpendicular in-plane direction. The measured decay rate of imprinted spin gratings of variable wave number 9 follows the theoretical prediction with a minimum decay rate at the wave number q 0 of a persistent spin helix 8 .
In a typical experimental configuration, spin polarization is injected locally into the non-magnetic semiconductor by, e.g., spin injection contacts 10 or optical orientation 11 . It is interesting to consider the evolution of such spin polarization into a spin helix pattern. In general, the initial spin polarization can be described by a superposition of helical spin modes with different wave vectors q = (q x , q y ) and decay rates Γ(q x , q y )
12 . Measurements show that for a spatially confined spin excitation, this superposition evolves into a helical spin pattern that diffusively expands with time and whose wave number evolves towards q 0 13 . For a balanced SOI, where the Rashba SOI coefficient α is equal to β = β 1 − β 3 (with β 1 and β 3 the linear and cubic Dresselhaus coefficients as defined below), the evolution of a spatially delta-shaped spin excitation can be analytically described by the product of a Gaussian function and a helical mode with wave number q 0 12 . In real situations, the spin excitation has a finite extension and SOI may not be balanced. To understand the experimentally observed spin dynamics, it is important to analyze to what extend such non-idealities alter this description.
Here, we theoretically study the effects that occur under realistic experimental conditions where (i) the Rashba and Dresselhaus SOI are not balanced and cubic Dresselhaus terms are present, (ii) the initial out-of-plane spin polarization has a finite spatial extension along the direction y of the helical spin precession but is constant along the perpendicular direction x, and (iii) spin polarization is localized in both in-plane directions. The model derived bridges the gap between a delta-shaped and a spatially broad excitation, i.e., between the formation of a long-lived helical spin mode and a spatially homogeneous spin decay described by the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism. We find an exponential decay with a rate proportional to
), where D s is the spin diffusion constant. An initial spin polarization S z (y) with finite extension along y will be further reduced because of the transition of the relevant wave numbers from zero to q 0 . This latter effect is also responsible for a gradual decrease of the period of the evolving helical spin polarization. Analytical results are derived on the assumption of an initial spin polarization S z (y) that is independent of x. If the initial spin polarization is also confined along x, the spin eigenmodes and their dispersion exhibit anticrossings for α = β. We show that the localization along x, however, does not appreciably alter the behavior of the spin evolution apart from a trivial diffusive expansion along that direction. Finally, we verify the predicted transients of the polarization amplitude and the mode wave number in an experiment in which spin polarization in a GaAs quantum well is initialized in confined areas of different extensions.
II. MODEL
A. Spin-Diffusion equation
We first define the coordinate system and the spinorbit coefficients. We consider a two-dimensional electron gas confined along the [001] crystalline direction z of a zincblende crystal, such as GaAs. We define the two in-plane directions x and y along [110] and [110] , respectively. The Hamiltonian for an electron with in-plane wave vector k = (k x , k y ) and effective mass m * is
with the SOI defined by
The spin is represented by the three Pauli matrices σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ). The Dresselhaus SOI coefficients β 1 and β 3 are related to the bulk Dresselhaus coefficient γ by β 1 = −γ k 2 z and β 3 = −γk 2 /4. The expectation value of k 2 z with respect to the QW ground-state envelope wave-function is denoted by k 2 z . Whereas α and β 1 give rise to SOI that is linear in k = |k|, the cubic coefficient β 3 itself depends quadratically on k and in total accounts for SOI that is cubic in k. We consider a degenerate electron gas with k B T 2 k 2 F /(2m * ), where k F is the Fermi wave number and k B the Boltzmann constant. Also, we assume that the SOI is small compared with the Fermi energy and that the initial spin polarization density is small compared with the electron sheet density. The relevant electronic states are then centered at the Fermi energy, and k can be replaced by k F in Eq. (2) and in the definition of β 3 .
We investigate a situation close to the balanced SOI of a perfect spin helix and with the same signs for α and β. We characterize this condition by r . To describe the evolution of a general spin polarization ρ(x, y) in direct space, it is favorable to consider its Fourier components ρ(q x , q y ) that harmonically oscillate in space and time:
ρ(x, y, t) = a ρ(q x , q y )e iqxx+iqyy−iωt .
For the Fourier-space spin polarization ρ, it is possible to derive a spin-diffusion equation in the presence of SOI. Using a density-matrix response function with standard perturbation theory [14] [15] [16] , or starting from a semiclassical spin kinetic equation 17 , the following equation is obtained:
We defined the spin helix wave number q 0 = 2m * 2 (α+β) and the spin diffusion constant D s = 2 k 2 F τ /(2m * 2 ) that depends on the effective electron momentum scattering time τ . Note that τ contains also contributions from electron-electron scattering 18 , which is not the case for charge diffusion. The term q 2 0 D sD accounts for the spin dynamics related to SOI. The diagonal elements of this matrix yield the Dyakonov-Perel dephasing rates. The non-diagonal terms arise from correlations between the momentum and the spin-orbit field and drive the helical spin modes. Equation (4) 
By determining the eigenvectors ρ n (q x , q y ) and eigenvalues λ n ofD, one obtains for each pair (q x , q y ) three eigenmodes n = 1, 2, 3 that solve Eq. (4) and that decay exponentially with a rate
The time evolution of an arbitrary spin polarization ρ(x, y, t) in direct space can then be expressed in terms of these eigenmodes by using the Fourier integral
a n ρ n e −iωnt+iqxx+iqyy dq x dq y .
(7) Here, a n (q x , q y ) are the amplitudes of the excited eigenmodes.
B. Evolution of a spin excitation with finite extension along the helix direction
We first discuss the situation where only eigenmodes with q x = 0 are excited, i.e. where the initial spin polarization does not vary as a function of x. Setting q x = 0 in Eq. (5), the eigenvalues ofD are 
λ 1 corresponds to a mode with a unidirectional spin polarization along the x-direction. λ 2 and λ 3 are the eigenvalues of two helical modes with opposite helicity.
In the special situation of a perfect spin helix (r 1 = 0, r 2 = 0), one obtains 12 λ 2,3 = 1±2q y /q 0 , and thus iω 2,3 = D s (q y ± q 0 )
2 . The spin decay of mode 3 is completely suppressed for q y = q 0 . Note that the same is true for mode 2 at q y = −q 0 . As we will see below, also the eigenvectors of modes 2 and 3 interchange when the sign of q y is inverted.
In the general case where r 1 = 0 or r 2 = 0, the square root term in Eq. (9) can be approximated by 2q y /q 0 as long as q y r 2 q 0 /4. This yields
In the other limit where q y = 0, λ 2 and λ 3 are split by r 2 , which is however much smaller than λ 2 ≈ λ 3 ≈ 1. As a consequence, Eq. (10) is a good approximation for all q y . The dispersion of modes 2 and 3 can thus be written as
with
For r 1 = 0 or r 2 = 0, in addition to the exponential decay rate D s (q y ± q 0 )
2 , a decay with rate Γ s occurs. Note that in Γ s , the cubic Dresselhaus term r 2 2 is weighted more (by a factor of three) than the imbalance term r
2 . The proportionality of Γ s to 3β 2 3 for α = β was derived in Ref. 12 .
For illustration purpose, we will assume the following parameters for the SOI: α = 1.7 · 10 −13 eVm, β 1 = 3.4 · 10 −13 eVm, β 3 = 0.7 · 10 −13 eVm, τ = 0.5 ps and an electron sheet density of n s = 5 · 10 15 m −2 . Figure 1 compares the mode dispersion that follows from Eqs. (6) and (9) with the approximations Eqs. (11) and (12) . Even for the relatively large deviation from balanced SOI (r 2 = 0.077), the splitting of modes 2 and 3 at q y = 0 is small (inset of Fig. 1 ) and the dispersion is well approximated by the parabolic functions given in Eq. (11). The quantity iωn indicates the spin decay rate of mode n and is shown as a function of the wave number qy. At qy = q0 (qy = −q0), the decay rate of mode 3 (2) is at its minimum, corresponding to the persistent spin helix. Symbols correspond to the exact values calculated from Eqs. (6) and (9), whereas the solid lines are the approximations based on Eqs. (11) and (12) . For r 2 1, the two solutions only deviate around qy = 0 where a small splitting of modes 2 and 3 is neglected in the approximation (see inset).
We consider a spin polarization that at time t = 0 is oriented along the z-direction. The spatial distribution is assumed to be uniform along x and Gaussian along y with a width of w y , and an amplitude A: ρ(x, y, 0) = (0, 0, A exp(−y 2 /2w 2 y )). This corresponds to a spin polarization in Fourier space at t = 0 of
Because of the uniform distribution along x, we can omit the Fourier transformation along q x in Eq. (7). For each q y , a ρ is decomposed into three eigenvectors ρ n with amplitudes a n . With the initial spin polarization along z, only modes 2 and 3 are excited; the polarization of mode 1 is uniformly pointing along x. Calculating the eigenvectors ofD and using the approximation of Eq. (11), the two modes are given by
Re ( leads to a clockwise rotating helical spin mode. Note that if the sign of q y is reversed, also the helicity of the respective mode is flipped.
Each mode ρ n (q x , q y ) decays exponentially with a decay rate iω n (q x , q y ). In Fig. 3 we plot the time evolution of mode 3 exemplarily. As mode 3 has a minimum decay rate at q y = q 0 , the original excitation centered at q y = 0 will shift with time towards q y = q 0 . In the same way, the weight of mode 2 will displace towards −q 0 .
The spin dynamics in direct space is found from Eq. (7), where we consider only the physically meaningful real part of ρ. Making use of the symmetry of the mode dispersion with respect to q y = 0, we obtain 
The terms of the integrand that contain r are only relevant around q y = 0 and can be neglected after integration because they are odd in q y . This results in the following expression for the spin polarization in direct space:
The spin polarization establishes a helical oscillation with wave number q 0 = 1 − −1 . For larger widths or shorter times, the modifications discussed above need to be considered to interpret experimental data.
C. Spin excitation with finite extension along two directions
If the initial spin polarization is localized along both the x-and the y-direction, q x cannot be set to zero iñ D, and the eigenvalues differ from Eq. (9). However, the matrix elements that contain q x are much smaller than those with q y because r 1 1. It is therefore tempting to use the same mode spectrum as for q x = 0, but to include the nonzero q x in Eq. (6) . For a Gaussian excitation of width w x = w y = w, this yields the following result
and
In the exact solution that takes nonzero q x inD into account, anticrossings of the eigenvalues occur close to q y = q 0 /2. Figure 4 shows numerically calculated (exact) values of the mode dispersion ω n for q x = q 0 /2. Independent of q y , diffusion along the x direction increases the decay rate by D s q 2 x , weakening the relevance of such avoided crossings for the overall spin dynamics. In Fig. 5 , the calculated nonzero components of ρ n are shown for the specific case of q x = q 0 /2. All three eigenmodes are excited with finite components along all three directions. For q y > 0, the dispersion of mode 2 exhibits no anticrossing, and therefore the mode spectrum is excited similarly as for q x = 0, see Fig. 2 . However, modes 1 and 3 anticross around q y = q 0 /2, and therefore those modes share the weight of the initial excitation. For q y < 0, mode 3 stays unaffected by the anticrossing, whereas modes 2 and 3 share the weight. Interestingly, also the x-components of all modes are excited. As required, the x-component of the sum of all modes is zero at time t = 0, whereas a finite spin polarization along x emerges at finite times because of the different decay times of the three modes. Figure 6 compares the difference in the evolution of spin polarization in direct space for the two cases, namely, whether the approximation q x = 0 is used in the diffusion matrixD or not. In the former case, ρ z is calculated using Eq. (17) , in the latter case, ρ z is numerically obtained by a Fourier transformation of the eigenmodes according to Eq. (7). In Fig. 6(a) , the evolution of the local excitation into the helical spin pattern is visible in the color-scale representation of the spin polarization ρ z (x = 0, y, t). Cross sections of ρ z (y) at different times t are superposed as data points (full calculation) and as solid lines (approximation of q x = 0). No significant difference is seen. In Fig. 6(b) , the amplitude of ρ z (0, 0, t) is shown versus t on a logarithmic plot for three different x . In addition, the finite qx component leads to an anticrossing of the modes around qy = ±0.5q0.
widths of the initial spin polarization. Supposing that an equal number of spin-polarized electrons are excited in the three cases, the amplitude A is scaled with 1/w 2 in the plot. The spin polarization is slightly larger for the full calculation, but the temporal behavior is very similar to the approximation. The relative difference between the two calculations increases for wider spin initialization. It completely disappears in the case r 1 = 0 (α = β), even for r 2 > 0, which is consistent with the disappearance of the off-diagonal matrix elements ofD that contain q x .
III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
To verify the two predicted consequences the finite spatial extension of the initial excitation has, namely, (1) the additional decay rate D s q 2 0 w 2 /w 2 and (2) the time dependence of q 0 [Eq. (19)], we compare the model with time-and spatially resolved measurements of the spin dynamics in a (001)-grown GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well. We use the experimental technique described in Ref. 13 . In brief, spin polarization is created in the conduction band by a circularly polarized pump laser pulse via the optical orientation effect. A second laser pulse (probe) maps the evolving spin polarization S z (x, y, t) using the magneto-optical Kerr effect. The pump and probe beams are focused onto the sample surface, where the intensity profile of the probe beam reaches a width of 1 µm (Gaussian sigma). The pump beam spot is set to two different sizes: One comparable to the probe beam, and the other twice as large. Spatial maps are recorded by scanning the pump beam over the sample surface. The time evolution is monitored by varying the time delay between pump and probe. The quantum well investigated is characterized by the following parameters:
Re (a n ρ n z ) . sheet density n s = 4 · 10 15 m −2 , β 1 = 4.1 · 10 −13 eVm, β 3 = 0.7 · 10 −13 eVm and α = 2.8 · 10 −13 eVm. The color-scale plot in Fig. 7(a) shows a map of ρ z (0, y, t) recorded by scanning the position of the incident pump beam along the y-direction at various times t after excitation (for the small pump spot). The contour lines mark the positions of ρ z (0, y, t) ≈ 0 of a model based on Eq. (17) that is globally fitted to the full data set ρ z (0, y, t). The parameters w and q 0 have been modeled according to Eqs. (18) and (19), respectively. In the case of a small (large) excitation spot the following fit parameters were obtained: w = 1.00 (2.02) µm, Γ −1 s = 1.12 ns (1.01), q 0 = 1.08 µm −1 (1.05), and D s = 267 cm 2 /s (262). Note that the values obtained for w are determined by the dynamics of ρ z (0, y, t) after excitation, specifically by q 0 (t) and A (t), and were not fixed to a predefined value.
Next we examine the measured dynamics of the wave In (a), cross sections of ρz(x = 0, y) are shown at different times t after excitation, with normalized amplitudes. Symbols correspond to the approximation where qx is set to zero inD, whereas for the solid lines the full matrix was considered. In (b), the amplitude of ρz at x = y = 0 is shown versus time for the two cases and for different inital widths w.
vector q 0 and the spin polarization amplitude ρ z (0, 0, t) in Figs. 7(a) and (b). The symbols show q 0 and A obtained from individual fits of A exp(−y 2 /2w 2 )×cos(q 0 y) to experimental data at various t. The effect of the probe beam size is included in the fit by a convolution of the fit function with a Gaussian of sigma width 1 µm. The solid and dashed lines represent the modeled time dependencies. It can be seen from Fig. 7 (a) that q 0 approaches q 0 significantly faster in the case of a small spot (dots) than in the case of a large spot (squares), thereby confirming statement (2) . Also the measured amplitudes A (t) are in excellent agreement with the model [ Fig. 7(b) ]. For the larger excitation spot, the initial signal decay is stronger than for the smaller spot. This supports the existence of the additional decay as expected from statement (1) above.
IV. CONCLUSION
A model has been developed for the spatial and temporal evolution of the spin polarization ρ(x, y, t) in a (001)-oriented quantum well in a zincblende semiconductor. A situation in which Rashba and Dresselhaus SOI are of similar size has been considered. Specifically, in this system we investigated the spin dynamics after an initial local spin excitation with polarization along z and of lat- eral spatial extension w. For a spatially delta-shaped excitation (w → 0), the persistent spin helix mode at wave number q 0 is fully excited, and ρ z is given by a helical spin mode with constant wave number q 0 and wrapped into a Gaussian envelope that expands diffusively. The spin polarization decays exponentially with a decay rate given by Γ s = 2D s m * 2 / 4 (α − β) 2 + 3β 2 3 . For finite w, there are two important modifications: First, there is an additional decay mechanism that can be described by a time-dependent decay rate D s q 2 0 w 2 /w 2 . This rate suppresses the spin polarization at times t w 2 /2D s by a factor exp(−q 2 0 w 2 /2), which corresponds to the weight of the initial excitation at q 0 in Fourier space. Second, the wave number q 0 of the helical spin polarization becomes time dependent and reaches q 0 only asymptotically for t w 2 /2D s . Both modifications are observed in experimental data obtained by time-resolved Kerr rotation measurements on GaAs/AlGaAs quantum-well samples. These results are also relevant in the case of electrical spin injection from, e.g., ferromagnetic contacts.
An important consequence of our finding is that the determination of Γ s from experimental data requires some care because of the signal suppression and the slower formation of the helical spin mode for finite w. As an example, the time scale where q 0 reaches 0.9q 0 is 9w 2 /2D s , which amounts to 670 ps for w = 2 µm in our experiment. This effect is even more pronounced for smaller D s , for example in samples with smaller electron sheet densities. Also the prefactor w 2 /w 2 in Eq. (17) influences the spin transient significantly.
In the limit of w → ∞, Eq. (17) predicts an exponential spin decay rate of the out-of-plane spin
